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Abstract: During the Development Phase of the U.S. Southwest Regional Partnership on Carbon
Sequestration, supercritical CO2 was continuously injected into the deep oil-bearing Morrow B forma-
tion of the Farnsworth Unit in Texas for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR). The project injected approxi-
mately 94 kilotons of CO2 to study geologic carbon storage during CO2-EOR. A three-dimensional
(3D) surface seismic dataset was acquired in 2013 to characterize the subsurface structures of the
Farnsworth site. Following this data acquisition, the baseline and three time-lapse three-dimensional
three-component (3D-3C) vertical seismic profiling (VSP) data were acquired at a narrower surface
area surrounding the CO2 injection and oil/gas production wells between 2014 and 2017 for moni-
toring CO2 injection and migration. With these VSP datasets, we inverted for subsurface velocity
models to quantitatively monitor the CO2 plume within the Morrow B formation. We first built 1D
initial P-wave (Vp) and S-wave (Vs) velocity models by upscaling the sonic logs. We improved the
deep region of the Vp and Vs models by incorporating the deep part of a migration velocity model
derived from the 3D surface seismic data. We improved the shallow region of 3D Vp and Vs models
using 3D traveltime tomography of first arrivals of VSP downgoing waves. We further improved the
3D baseline velocity models using elastic-waveform inversion (EWI) of the 3D baseline VSP upgoing
data. Our advanced EWI method employs alternative tomographic and conventional gradients and
total-variation-based regularization to ensure the high-fidelity updates of the 3D baseline Vp and Vs

models. We then sequentially applied our 3D EWI method to the three time-lapse datasets to invert
for spatiotemporal changes of Vp and Vs in the reservoir. Our inversion results reveal the volumetric
changes of the time-lapse Vp and Vs models and show the evolution of the CO2 plume from the CO2

injection well to the oil/gas production wells.

Keywords: CO2 monitoring; elastic-waveform inversion; enhanced oil recovery; Farnsworth;
geologic carbon storage; time-lapse seismic monitoring; vertical seismic profiling (VSP)

1. Introduction

Time-lapse seismic data contain information about subsurface reservoir changes and
can be inverted for reservoir imaging and monitoring [1]. Time-lapse seismic surveys have
been widely used for monitoring geologic carbon storage [2]. Various time-lapse inversion
methods have been developed during the last decade (e.g., [3–5]).

Because of the advantages of full-waveform inversion (FWI) that uses the complete
information of seismic waveforms to invert for high-resolution distributions of subsurface
elastic parameters [6], time-lapse FWI (TLFWI) or time-lapse EWI (TLEWI) have been used
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for time-lapse seismic monitoring [5,7–10]. The velocity changes are inverted using time-
lapse FWI in a two-step procedure: (1) construct the baseline velocity models, then (2) invert
for the time-lapse changes of velocity models. Generally, there are two effective strategies
for the implementation of the second step [7]: (1) sequential inversion, and (2) double-
difference inversion. The latter strategy has a theoretically better performance, obtained
by removing the negative influence of not matched baseline data [7,8], and [11]; however,
it is less robust as it requires that time-lapse seismic data have excellent repeatability
between surveys [10].

Despite this, most TLFWI experiments still utilize acoustic assumption because of the
limit of computational capability. As the Earth is elastic, the acoustic assumption potentially
results in incorrect estimations of subsurface models [8]. Elastic-waveform inversion can
more accurately determine underground geophysical properties when compared with
acoustic-waveform inversion [6]. With the exponential increase of computing power, it
is becoming practical to implement elastic TLFWI [8]. However, previous studies were
limited to synthetic data.

We apply 3D elastic TLEWI to time-lapse 3D VSP data acquired at the Farnsworth
unit, Texas (Figure 1) to invert for spatiotemporal changes of seismic velocities during
CO2 injection [12] and migration. To our knowledge, this is the first application of
TLEWI to time-lapse 3D field data. Before the time-lapse VSP surveys, a 3D surface
seismic dataset was acquired in 2013 that covered a wide area at the Farnsworth unit for
site characterization [13]. Next, a 3D baseline VSP dataset was acquired in 2014 before
CO2 injection. Each common-shot VSP dataset contains three components (3C), X (East),
Y (North), and Z (Vertical), and can be separated as downgoing and upgoing wavefields,
as displayed in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the Farnsworth CO2-EOR field as indicated by the red up-pointing triangle,
and (b) VSP acquisition geometry for the baseline 3D-3C VSP survey.

Subsequently, tons of anthropogenic CO2 were continuously injected to drive subsur-
face fluids containing oil and gas into production wells. To monitor the development of
the CO2 plume, three repeat 3D-3C VSP datasets were acquired in 2015, 2016, and 2017.
Compared to the surface seismic survey, VSP has the following advantages: (1) it allows
more convenient time-lapse acquisition with fixed 3C geophones in a well, and (2) VSP
data contain fewer noises and are free of contaminations of surface waves. Additionally,
compared to cross-well seismic monitoring [4], VSP surveys provide broader subsurface
monitoring. However, the VSP downgoing free-surface multiples are strong events and
can cover most late arrivals after the first-arrival P-waves [14]; this can also be observed
from Figure 2a. By contrast, the VSP upgoing free-surface multiples are much weaker
and located at later time; therefore, their negative effects for velocity inversion can be
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neglected by using a time window for inversion. We use the separated upgoing waves for
EWI to update the deep region of the 3D baseline Vp and Vs models and for TLEWI of the
time-lapse 3D VSP data.
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Figure 2. Left, middle, and right panels show X (East), Y (North) and Z (Vertical) components,
respectively, of (a) full wavefield data and (b) the separated upgoing data of the baseline 3D-3C
VSP survey.

We organize the paper as follows. We first present the practical workflow for 3D Vp
and Vs inversion, and then apply our workflow to the baseline 3D VSP data and three time-
lapse monitoring 3D VSP data. Our results reveal the volumetric evolution of time-lapse
velocity changes with the increasing injection of CO2.

2. Method

First, we pre-process the baseline and monitoring surveys of 3D-3C VSP seismic
datasets using the following consistent workflow: first break picking, 3C geophone ori-
entation, noise attenuation, surface consistent amplitude compensation, and wavefield
separation for downgoing and upgoing data. The processing datum is at approximately
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945 m (3100 feet) above sea surface. The processed VSP data, as shown in Figure 2, contain
35 geophones within a depth range between 1140 m and 1688 m.

Then, we introduce a workflow including waveform inversion to build the baseline
velocity models. Next, we perform the sequential waveform inversions of cross-equalized
monitoring data to obtain time-lapse velocity models. We obtain time-lapse velocity
changes by subtracting the baseline velocity model from time-lapse velocity models. The
procedure is generally summarized in Figure 3.
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2.1. Building the Baseline Velocity Models

We build the initial Vp and Vs models by combining information from the sonic logs,
the 3D surface seismic survey, and the baseline 3D VSP survey. First, we upscale the sonic
logs using the Schoenberg–Muir method [15] within layers divided according to P-wave
impedance. We compute the 1D initial Vp and Vs models (Figure 4) using the upscaled
elastic moduli and densities.

Beneath the maximum depth of the sonic logs, we improve the initial Vp velocity
model by appending the inverted velocities from Schlumberger’s state of the art reflection
tomography of the 3D surface seismic data. As the surface seismic survey covers a much
larger surface area than the VSP survey, some reflection events with large-reflection angles
are recorded by surface seismic data. Reflection tomography of surface seismic data [16]
provides long-wavelength velocity updates for the deep subsurface. We update the initial
Vs velocity model in the deep region according to the Vp/Vs ratio at the lower boundary of
the sonic log (Figure 5).
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Above the well head of logging, we improve the initial Vp velocity model using
tomography of picked first-arrivals:

f
(
Vp
)
=

1
2

∫ ∫ (
tcal
(
Vp
)
− Tobs

)2dxrdxs, (1)

where tcal is the computed traveltime using the updated Vp model, and Tobs is the ob-
served first-arrival traveltime. We employ adjoint-state first-arrival traveltime tomography
(FATT) [17]; this calculates the velocity gradient using the adjoint-state method and is more
suitable for 3D velocity building with much reduced memory-storage requirement when
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compared to classic traveltime tomography. We update the shallow region of the Vs velocity
model using the FATT Vp updates according to the Vp/Vs ratios at the upper boundary of
the sonic logs (Figure 6).
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2.2. Elastic-Waveform Inversion of 3D-3C VSP Data

We use EWI of 3C VSP upgoing data, as shown in Figure 2b, to improve Vp and Vs
models with both tomographic parts and high-resolution details, especially for the deep
region beneath the reservoir.

For EWI implementation, the conventional L2-norm-based misfit measures differences
between observed and synthetic seismic data with both amplitudes and phases. However,
there usually exist unreliable amplitudes in seismic data due to unknown source/receiver
coupling and seismic processing procedures without preserving amplitudes as well as
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unknown exact subsurface physics (e.g., density and attenuation are not fully considered
in forward modeling for synthetic data). All the above issues can make the L2-norm-based
misfit fail to converge. In our EWI, we employ a cross-correlation-based misfit [18]:

f (m) =
∫ ∫ 1−

∫
dm(xr, t; xs)dobs(xr, t; xs)dt√∫

d2
m(xr, t; xs)dt

√∫
d2

obs(xr, t; xs)dt

dxrdxs, (2)

which measures the global phase closeness between the synthetic data dm and the observed
seismic data dobs. In Equation (2), t, xr, xs, and m represent recording time, receiver
position, source position, and the models including Vp and Vs to be inverted, respectively.
The gradient in EWI inversion is computed using the adjoint-state method to the first-order
velocity-stress elastic-wave equations as follows:

∂ f
∂λ = −

∫ ∫ (
∂vx
∂x +

∂vy
∂y + ∂vz

∂z

)(
∂ũx
∂x +

∂ũy
∂y + ∂ũz

∂z

)
dtdxs,

∂ f
∂µ = −

∫ ∫


(
∂vx
∂z + ∂vz

∂x

)(
∂ũx
∂z + ∂ũz

∂x

)
+(

∂vx
∂y +

∂vy
∂x

)(
∂ũx
∂y +

∂ũy
∂x

)
+(

∂vy
∂z + ∂vz

∂y

)(
∂ũy
∂z + ∂ũz

∂y

)
+

2
(

∂vx
∂x

∂ũx
∂x +

∂vy
∂y

∂ũy
∂y + ∂vz

∂z
∂ũz
∂z

)

dtdxs,
(3a)

where λ and µ are Lamé moduli,
(
vx, vy, vz

)
represents particle velocity components of

source wavefields, and
(
ũx, ũy, ũz

)
represents the displacement components of adjoint

receiver wavefields. To reduce inter-parameter cross-talks, we further rewrite gradients
with respect to Vp and Vs as

∂ f
∂vp

= ∂ f
∂λ

∂λ
∂vp

= 2ρ0vp
∂ f
∂λ ,

∂ f
∂vs

= ∂ f
∂λ

∂λ
∂vs

+ ∂ f
∂µ

∂µ
∂vs

= −4ρ0vs
∂ f
∂λ + 2ρ0vs

∂ f
∂µ .

(3b)

We first improve the entire models along seismic wavepaths (tomographic updates)
and then invert for high-resolution details of the models, particularly in the region beneath
the reservoir (conventional updates). We extract tomographic parts or keep the conventional
format of gradient G with the operation [19,20] as

Gtomo/conventional = WsWr + αHz(Ws)Hz(Wr), (4)

where imaging-condition weighting coefficient α = 1 or 0 produces tomographic or
conventional kernel, respectively, Hz represents the Hilbert transform along the depth
direction, and Ws and Wr denote any combination pair of source and adjoint wavefield
components in Equation (3), which are applied to all the combination pairs.

Furthermore, during the inversion, we use an alternating Tikhonov and total-variation
(TV) regularization schemes to penalize possible inversion noise [21]:

m(i) = argmin
m

{
f (m) +

ε1

2

∥∥∥m− u(i−1)
∥∥∥2

2

}
, (5a)

and

u(i) = argmin
u

{
ε1

2ε2

∥∥∥m(i) − u
∥∥∥2

2
+ ‖u‖TV

}
, (5b)

where the superscript i represents the iteration number, u denotes TV de-noised auxiliary
models with an initial guess of u(0) = m(0), and ε1 and ε2 are regularization weighting
coefficients. The TV-denoised auxiliary term serves as the prior model in the Tikhonov
regularization term, which removes noise and stabilizes the inversion procedure. We
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employ generalized TV de-noising by incorporating a second-order derivative term in
Equation (5b); this produces more reliable results than conventional TV-de-noising/
regularization that assumes piece-wise constant [21].

2.3. Time-Lapse Inversion Strategies

With the updated baseline Vp and Vs models obtained using EWI of baseline upgoing
VSP data, we can use a sequential method or a double-difference method to invert for
time-lapse velocity changes [7]. The time-lapse 3D VSP data contain several inconsistent
source positions, and the inconsistency increases for the data acquired later. Thus, the
repeatability of seismic data becomes worse for the VSP data acquired later. Additionally,
the double-difference method requires an additional processing step during which the
time-lapse difference of observed data are summed together with the synthesized data
modeled with inverted baseline velocity models; this can be challenging if the amplitudes
of synthetic data do not match well with those of the field data. Therefore, we use the
sequential inversion strategy to obtain the time-lapse velocity changes due to its lower
repeatability requirement during inversion of time-lapse VSP data.

We implement the sequential strategy in our EWI of time-lapse 3D-3C VSP data using
3D EWI-updated baseline Vp and Vs models as the initial models of TLEWI. The time-lapse
changes resulting from the CO2 injection and migration are expected to be bounded within
a thin reservoir layer called Morrow B [22]. Such a change does not generate cycle-skipping
effects in the frequency band of the inversion. We invert the upgoing data of the time-lapse
VSP datasets using the frequency band used in EWI of the baseline VSP data. The misfit
function in Equation (2) is solved for velocity models during monitoring stages. We obtain
the time-lapse changes of seismic velocities by subtracting the baseline velocity models
from the velocity models during the monitoring stages.

To obtain high-quality time-lapse inversion results, we employ cross-equalization [23]
to balance the VSP data between the baseline survey and repeat surveys (see the workflow
in Figure 3) within the time window of less than 1 s. This procedure is particularly useful
when there exist waveform distortions between the datasets of the repeat surveys and
that of the baseline survey, particularly the time-lapse distortions caused by the near
surface weathering zone. Because the Morrow B reservoir formation is a thin layer that is
challenging for EWI, we use a spatial mask enclosing the possible range of velocity changes
as a spatial prior in EWI to increase the robustness of EWI and reduce inversion uncertainty.

3. Site Characterization

The Farnsworth CO2-EOR field in Ochiltree, Texas (Figure 1a), is a site for a field
demonstration of geologic carbon storage. The Farnsworth Unit (FWU) is the largest
Morrowan oil field in the western part of the Anadarko Basin. The uppermost sandstone,
“Morrow B,” is the reservoir for CO2-EOR. The thickness of the Morrow B formation ranges
from 0 m to about 16.5 m (54 feet) [22].

One million tons of supercritical CO2 produced from an Ethanol Plant and a Fertilizer
Plant nearby was planned to be injected into the Morrow B formation. Well 13-10A was
used for CO2 injection and 3D-3C VSP data acquisition. Figure 1b shows seismic sources of
the baseline VSP survey surrounding Well 13-10A. In the velocity models, the well is at the
distance of 1403 m along South-West (SW)-North-East (NE) direction and at distance of
1642 m along North-West (NW)-South-East (SE) direction.

A baseline 3D-3C VSP dataset was acquired in November 2014 and then repeat 3D-
3C VSP datasets were acquired in January 2015 (Monitor 1), November 2016 (Monitor
2), December 2017 (Monitor 3) for monitoring CO2 injection and migration. A total of
33,070.25, 76,597.14, and 94,286.38 tons of CO2 were injected from the baseline survey to
the Monitor 1, Monitor 2, and Monitor 3 survey, respectively.
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4. Results and Discussion

We built the baseline velocity models using the processed 3D-3C VSP data and the
workflow as described in Figure 3. All models are discretized with a grid interval of 7.62 m
(25 feet) along three axes. Figure 4 shows the initial Vp and Vs baseline velocity models
built after upscaling the sonic logs. With the seismic datum as the zero-depth position, well
recording started from the depth of 260.5 m (854.5 feet); seismic velocities Vp and Vs at this
depth are extended to the entire shallower space. Figure 5 depicts the updated baseline
velocity model after appending the deep region of the velocity model derived from the 3D
surface seismic data. We then improved the shallow region of the baseline Vp model using
3D tomography of the first arrivals of the baseline VSP downgoing waves, as displayed in
Figure 6. In Figures 5 and 6, we estimated updates for the initial Vs velocity model below
and above the depth range of the sonic logs from Vp updates according to the Vp/Vs ratios
at the lower and the upper boundaries of the sonic logs.

We improved the baseline velocity models using 3D elastic-waveform inversion of the
baseline 3D-3C VSP upgoing data. We filtered the data with a maximum frequency of 30 Hz.
We estimated the source wavelets by stacking the first-arrivals of vertical components. We
performed multi-scale EWI of VSP upgoing data to improve the baseline velocity models
using three bandpass frequency scales (3-5–9-12 Hz, 3-5–17-20 Hz, and 3-5–27-30 Hz).
During inversion, ten iterations were used for each frequency band. A Gaussian smoother
with a radius of two grid points was applied to the gradient to suppress possible noises,
while maximum updates for Vp and Vs at each iteration were set as 100 m/s and 50 m/s to
avoid abnormal velocity perturbations and make iterative updates satisfy linear properties,
respectively. In addition, the generalized TV de-noising constraint was applied at the final
frequency band to stabilize the inversion procedure, where the regularization damping

parameter ε1 (in Equation (5a)) was set as 0.2× ‖∇ f (m(i))‖
‖m(i)−u(i−1)‖ and the regularization damp-

ing parameter ε1
2ε2

(in Equation (5b)) was set as 0.02 (refer to [21]). Figure 7 depicts the
final updated baseline velocity models; Figure 8 displays the velocity updates. EWI of
VSP upgoing data provides low-wavenumber tomographic update and high-resolution
updates for the deep region of the baseline velocity models. The convergence curves
shown in Figure 9 show robust convergence of velocity inversions at three frequency scales.
More specifically, the frequency band of 3-5–17-20 Hz show the best convergence; the
inversion in the lower-frequency band faces the challenge of lower signal-to-noise ratios
and the inversion in the higher-frequency bands faces the challenge of high nonlineari-
ties. In addition, as the input model in the third stage might have been close enough to
the real model, the inversion convergence of the highest-frequency band data becomes
much slower.

After obtaining the baseline velocity models, we performed TLWEI of the time-lapse
3D-3C VSP data to quantitatively measure time-lapse velocity changes that indicate evolution
of the CO2 plume. We computed the time-lapse velocity changes by subtracting the baseline
velocity models from the sequentially inverted velocity models during the monitoring stages
(using same inversion parameters as the baseline inversion). Figures 10–12 show the velocity
changes between baseline and Monitor 1, Monitor 2, and Monitor 3 at the center depth of
Morrow B, respectively. The increasing velocity reductions correspond to continuously
increased CO2 injection over several years. Additionally, time-lapse Vp changes show large
values near the CO2 injection well (the red star in those figures). The steadily dropping
convergence curves in Figure 13 show the reliability of inverted time-lapse velocity changes,
where larger convergence drops in the monitoring stages correspond well with larger time-
lapse data differences and velocity reductions.
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Figure 7. Final updated baseline velocity models obtained using 3D elastic-waveform inversion of
3C VSP upgoing waves of the baseline VSP data.

Figure 14 is a comparison of inversion results with the well logs. Note that the depths
are measured with the reference of the well head, which is 16.2 m (53 feet) lower than the
seismic processing datum. The maximum reduction in Vp in Monitor 3 occurs just above
the Morrow B sand while the maximum reduction in Vs in Monitor 3 occurs well below the
Morrow B sand. If there is slippage on a weak bedding plane below the Morrow B sand, it
would reduce the horizontal stress below the sand. Because of the negligible fluid effect on
the S-wave velocity, the reduction in shear-wave velocity occurs at a lower depth. The Vp
is dependent on both changes in stress and fluids. Since carbon dioxide is more buoyant
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than the water, it is expected to reduce the P-wave velocity at shallower depths. Note that
the inverted time-lapse Vp and Vs changes for this CO2-EOR field are significantly smaller
than those of petrophysical prediction for CO2 flooding [24].
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Figure 11. Inverted time-lapse velocity changes between baseline and Monitor 2 VSP surveys at the
center depth of Morrow B. The red asterisk labels the VSP/injection-well position.

We plot the volumetric contour of our inverted velocity changes to visualize the
spatiotemporal evolution of the CO2 plume. We plot the velocity contours of −5 m/s,
as shown in Figures 15–17; these figures vividly display the evolution of the CO2 plume
between baseline and Monitor 1, between baseline and Monitor 2, and between baseline
and Monitor 3, respectively. They show how the CO2 plume drives the oil and gas from
the CO2 injection well to the oil/gas production wells.

The results in Figures 10–12 and 15–17 show that the relative changes of increasing
velocity reductions and increasing CO2 plume volume among time-lapse seismic surveys
are reliably inverted. The sequential inversion strategy allows the time-lapse inversion
stage to focus on the velocity changes and decreases the possible influence of the baseline
velocity errors. However, absolute values of velocity changes may still not be very accurate
and may contain some uncertainties. According to the above rock-physics analysis, the
inverted Vp and Vs changes are smaller than expected. In field data applications, data
noise, limited angle coverage in the subsurface, wavefield propagation in real Earth media
(such as anisotropy and attenuation), and inversion algorithms and parameters used in
inversion all influence the absolute values of the inverted velocity changes. For example, of
the lack of anisotropy parameters results in the estimated velocity changes are equivalent
values attributing anisotropic factors into velocity values. On the other hand, the results
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in Figures 10–12 and the 1D comparison in Figure 14 show that the resolution of Vp and
Vs changes are about dozens of meters; Figure 14 also suggests that Vs changes have
higher spatial resolution than Vp changes. Nevertheless, inverted time-lapse Vp and Vs
changes successfully reveal the migration of the CO2 plume from the injection well to the
production well.
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Figure 14. Results of the time-lapse VSP inversion in relation to the Mechanical Earth Model (MEM).
Track 1 shows the measured depth, track 2 shows the layers used for the upscaling of the log data to
the VSP scale, track 3 shows the correlation curves, track 4 shows the dipole acoustical slownesses,
track 5 shows the anisotropy classification, track 6 shows the P-wave impedance used to define
the layers, track 7 shows the upscaled Vp model in black and the P-wave log velocity in green,
track 8 shows the upscaled Vs model in black and the S-wave log velocity in red, track 9 shows the
change in P-wave velocity for the three monitor surveys in green and the third time-lapse S-wave
monitor in red, track 10 shows the change in S-wave velocity for the three monitor surveys in red, and
track 11 shows the mechanical behavior. Here the depth unit is feet (0.3048 m) and velocity unit is
feet/s (0.3048 m/s).
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5. Conclusions

We have performed 3D elastic-waveform inversion of the time-lapse 3D-3C VSP data
acquired at the Farnsworth CO2-EOR field to monitor the spatiotemporal evolution of
the CO2 plume. We have built baseline velocity models for time-lapse inversion using
sonic logs, the velocity model derived from the 3D surface seismic data, 3D tomography
of first arrivals of the baseline VSP downgoing waves, and elastic-waveform inversion of
the upgoging waves of the baseline VSP data. We employ the spatial prior information
in elastic-waveform inversion of time-lapse 3D-3C VSP data to improve the inversion
robustness. Our results of time-lapse elastic-waveform inversion show the decreasing time-
lapse velocities with the increasing of CO2 injection; these are validated through comparison
with borehole sonic logging and petrophysical prior information. The volumetric contour
plots of the time-lapse velocity changes reveal the spatiotemporal evolution of the CO2
plume, driving oil and gas from the CO2 injection well to the oil/gas production wells.
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